Mapleton Reads – Discussion Questions & Vocabulary
To pick up a copy of any of our 2020 Mapleton Reads book selections, visit Mapleton’s
Administration Building, 7350 N. Broadway, Denver, 80212,
Monday–Friday, 7:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
The Day You Begin by Jacqueline Woodson
Discussion Questions:
• What is one way that you feel very different than most people around you? How
could people support you? How could you support others who feel different?
•

What examples of people’s differences did the author highlight in the story?

•

Why are differences important in our community? Nation? Classroom?

Vocabulary Words:
• Triumph – A great victory or achievement
•

Kimchi – Spicy pickled cabbage, the national dish of Korea

•

Souvenir – A thing that is kept as a reminder of a person, place, or event

Restart by Gordon Korman
Discussion Questions:
• Chase was exempt from his community service at the Portland Street Assisted Living
Residence due to his accident. So why does he go back to do it?
•

Aaron Hakimian asks the question: Is Chase Ambrose really the same person? What
do you think?

•

Are Chase and Mr. Solway alike or different? How and why?

•

What do you think about the revelation about who stole Mr. Solway’s Medal of
Honor?

Vocabulary Words:
• Raucous – Unpleasantly loud and harsh
•

Furtively – Slyly; secretive

•

Reprieve – A temporary relief or delay

I Lived on Butterfly Hill by Margorie Agosín
Discussion Questions:
• Describe the differences in cultures between living in Chile and living in the United
States
•

Discuss the bonds Celeste has with her friends. How do their friendships change
throughout the story?

•

How has Butterfly Hill changed when Celeste returns?

•

How does Celeste make Chile a better place by the end of the story?

Vocabulary Words:
• Nostalgia – A sentimental longing for the past, typically for a period or place with
happy personal associations
•

Melodic – Pleasant-sounding

•

Incoherent – Unclear

